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Presentation 

 

Hirano: Hello, everyone. I am Hirano from Riso Kyoiku Co., Ltd. Thank you for joining us today. 

Kume: This is Kume from Riso Kyoiku. Thanks. 

Hirano: We will now begin the conference call for the second quarter of the fiscal year ending February 28, 
2022. 

Again, as part of our infection prevention measures, we decided to hold the financial results briefing online. 
We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause and thank you for your understanding. 

Kume: Today, as in the previous session, I would like to start by discussing the results of the second quarter 
for FY02/2022 based on the materials, and the upward revision of the earnings forecast that was announced 
yesterday. I would also like to explain about dividends and the medium-term management plan. 

After explaining the background behind the strong performance and outlook, we will answer your questions 
through the Q&A function. You can send us your questions even during the explanation. 

We will begin by explaining the results for the second quarter of FY02/2022 from President Hirano. Thanks. 

 

Hirano: I would like to start my explanation. 

Net sales increased JPY3,503 million from the previous fiscal year to JPY14,612 million. 
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Operating income increased JPY1,791 million to JPY1,331 million. 

Ordinary income increased JPY1,789 million to JPY1,373 million. 

Net income for the quarter was JPY874 million, an increase of JPY1,342 million from the previous fiscal year. 

Compared to the second quarter of the fiscal year ending February 29, 2020, before the COVID-19 disaster, 
both sales and profits have increased, indicating that the business is performing well. 

 

In response to the strong performance in the second quarter, we announced a second upward revision to our 
full-year earnings forecast yesterday, October 7. 

The details are as follows. 

Sales will be JPY30,000 million. Operating income will be JPY3,010 million. Ordinary income will be JPY3,000 
million. Net income for the year will be JPY2,100 million. 
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As for dividends, we plan to pay a lump-sum year-end dividend of JPY12 per share, as announced in the 
financial results. 

We are currently considering the number of dividends to be paid, taking into account the revision of the 
earnings forecast. If there is anything we can announce in the future, we will announce it in a timely manner. 
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Next, as for the 3-year medium-term management plan, we have revised it upward again for the current fiscal 
year ending February 28, 2022, as I explained earlier, and are forecasting net sales of JPY30,000 million, 
ordinary income of JPY3,000 million, and net income of JPY2,100 million. 

For the fiscal year ending February 28, 2023, the Company plans net sales of JPY32,000 million, ordinary 
income of JPY3,200 million, and net income of JPY2,100 million. 

For the fiscal year ending February 29, 2024, we plan net sales of JPY35,500 million, ordinary income of 
JPY3,700 million, and net income of JPY2,500 million. 
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We believe that the primary reason for the strong results and outlook is the increase in the number of students.  

The Group's total number of students increased by 10.7% YoY to 26,645, and by 10.4% compared to August 
2019. 
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In addition to our unique infection-prevention measures, we vaccinated approximately 10,000 of our 
employees, instructors, and parents of students -- the largest number in the cram school industry -- against 
COVID-19.  

We have established an environment where students can receive face-to-face lessons with even greater peace 
of mind. 
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Furthermore, each company is aggressively developing new schools this fiscal year. 

Specifically, TOMAS opened the new TOMAS Ageo School and Inter TOMAS Tamachi School in March. We had 
an expansion and renovation of TOMAS Tamachi School. In April, Medic TOMAS Kichijoji School and Omiya 
School were newly opened. We had an expansion and renovation of TOMAS Omiya School. 

TOMAS Ofuna School was newly opened in May. TOMAS Kinshicho School was expanded and renovated in 
June. In July, TOMAS Tsukishima School and TOMAS Nagareyama Otakanomori School were opened, and 
TOMAS Kaihin Makuhari School was expanded and renovated.  

Together with the existing schools, the total number of schools now stands at 93. 
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As a result, the number of TOMAS students at the end of August 2021 was 13,781, up 8.1% from the same 
month last year. This is an increase of 9% compared to August 2019, before the COVID-19 disaster. 
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In March, Meimonkai expanded and renovated the TOMEIKAI Kagoshima School. TOMEIKAI Niigata School 
was newly opened in April. In May, Meimonkai Tenjin Ekimae School was expanded and renovated. TOMEIKAI 
Tenjin School was newly opened in June. The Meimonkai Kagoshima and Kumamoto schools were newly 
opened in July, and the TOMEIKAI Nagasaki Ekimae School is scheduled for expansion and renovation in 
October. 
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In addition, for those who are anxious about going out of their houses, or for students living in rural areas, we 
offer online lessons through Meimonkai Online, which has received applications from both domestic and 
overseas students. 
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As a result, the number of Meimonkai students at the end of August 2021 was 4,143, up 15.3% from the same 
month last year. This is also an increase of 9.3% over August 2019. 
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In March, Shingakai expanded and renovated the Shingakai Urawa Classroom. In April, we opened Shinga’s 
club childcare Ogikubo School, Shinga’s club after school Kichijoji School, and in May, Shingakai Kichijoji 
classroom, and in September, we are planning to open Shinga’s club after school Omiya School. 
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Shingakai holds group guidance programs, but like TOMAS, students wear masks and face shields, and the 
number of students per class is reduced so that there is more space between students. 

In addition, we provide online “exam preparation courses” and “success guidance courses” to our members, 
which have been very well received. 
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As a result, the number of Shingakai students at the end of August 2021 was 4,939, up 13% from the same 
month last year. This is also an increase of 20.3% over August 2019. 
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In addition to the conventional 1-on-1 tutoring and self-study systems that are available at schools and that 
allow students to ask questions freely, School TOMAS is receiving an increasing number of inquiries about its 
online tutoring and AI teaching materials that can be used flexibly even under the COVID-19 circumstances.  

As of the end of August, the number of schools using the system has reached 82 on a contract basis. 

We expect an increase in revenue not only from number of schools introduced, but also from the increase in 
the number of grades introduced. 
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In addition to the aggressive development of new schools, the Company is currently promoting the 
development of Kodomo Depart through a 3-way business alliance between the Company, Hulic Co., Ltd., and 
Konami Sports Co., Ltd.: a business alliance with Hulic, a business alliance between Shingakai and Konami 
Sports, and a business alliance between School TOMAS and KDDI Matomete-office Co., Ltd.,  

We are aiming to return to the previous growth line and pursue further growth by developing a new strategy 
of enclosure through business alliances with different industries. 

We will continue to provide a safe learning environment and high-quality, genuine educational services, while 
striving for sustainable growth and increased corporate value. 

Finally, the declaration of the state of emergency has been lifted, but the education of children has been 
greatly affected by dispersed school attendance and home study with online classes. Some other cram schools 
are switching their classes to online. 

Against this backdrop, we insist on face-to-face educational guidance. Real education can only be delivered 
face-to-face. We are proud of the fact that we have been working on infection prevention measures with a 
much higher awareness than other companies in our industry, including the large-scale construction of 
infection prevention equipment and vaccination of employees last year. 

I would like to lead the Company with a strong will to deliver genuine education for the bright future of 
children. 

Thank you. 
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Question & Answer 

 

Kume: Now, we will have a question-and-answer session. Let’s start. 

Hirano: I will announce the first question. I have the impression that the mid-term management plan was 
based on conservative figures. You also revised the financial forecast, and the net income is the same as the 
next year's figure in the mid-term management plan, but are you thinking of revising the mid-term 
management plan? 

The current situation is progressing very well. The number of students enrolled in the school has been 
increasing since August last year, thanks to the approval of our infection prevention measures, and sales and 
profits have been increasing steadily along with the development of the new school. Naturally, I expect that 
we will be able to revise our medium-term management plan in the future considering this performance. 

Kume: When we released our medium-term business plan, we were in the middle of the COVID-19 crisis last 
year, and our sales dropped considerably. Also, the plan to open new schools had not yet been realized in a 
concrete way. Since the end of last year, we have felt a great response to our efforts, as the opening of new 
schools has been realized and the number of students has been steadily increasing. 

We have made 2 upward revisions since the beginning of this fiscal year, and we still feel strong momentum. 
So, naturally, we will be reviewing our mid-term plan at some point during this fiscal year, and we will 
announce it. This is the end of my response.  

Hirano: Moving the next question. Is the revised full year forecast also based on conservative assumptions? 

I think this one is clear from the explanation I just gave, so please allow me to omit.  

Moving the next question.  There was a mass infection at Shonan Seminar, but do you feel you should refrain 
face-to-face lessons? On the other hand, was there an influx of people who appreciated the infection control 
measures? 

Basically, there is no evidence of mass infection in our company. Naturally, we are checking the infection 
status of students, employees, and instructors, but we have contacted the public health center, et cetera, and 
they have confirmed that there is no risk of cluster or mass infection, so we have been operating as usual. 

The influx of students appreciating this infection control has been so great that all who have visited our 
facilities have checked all the classrooms and our preventive measures. Likewise, we have received the 
reputation that there is no other company in our industry that has taken such measures to prevent infection, 
and this has often led to membership. 

We have seen an increase in the number of external students enrolling in the program based on the infection 
control measures, so we would like to continue conducting them. 

Moving the next question. In the second half of this fiscal year, you are expecting a 9% increase in revenue 
compared to the second half of the previous year, and with the increase in the number of students at the end 
of the first half of the fiscal year, I think you are almost on track to achieve this goal, but have you considered 
the price increase effects? 

I haven't read that part of the report yet, so as I said earlier, I am predicting that we will be able to report even 
better for the full year. 
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Kume: The upward revision is as mentioned, and it is certainly a rather conservative estimate based on actual 
results and the initial plan for the second half. Therefore, as we move into the third and fourth quarters, if we 
can maintain the current increase in the number of students, as you said, the effect of the price increase will 
naturally come into play, so the upward revision that we made today should, in theory, go further than that. 
I look at it this way. 

However, I can't be sure of this until I see the results. The timing of the upward revision was also because we 
wanted to see the figures of September. After the financial results for August were done, we wanted to look 
at the September figures, and in essence, after the figures for the first month of the third quarter were 
finalized, we were going to issue an upward revision. As a result, we made an upward revision to our forecast. 
From now on, we will disclose information as it becomes available, while keeping an eye on the current figures. 

Moving the next question. What are the projected sales and profit per school for Konami Sports Shinga's 
Academy?  

This is the first facility that Shingakai will open together with Konami Sports, and it will be called Konami Sports 
Shinga’s Academy, which will be located in the Konami Sports Club in Shinagawa. This will be the first of the 
20 locations planned with Konami Sports, which I mentioned in the IR before. 

The annual sales forecast is roughly JPY100 million per school, and a rough idea of the profit base is that we 
are expecting a profit of about 20%. This is our forecast. So, if we think that we will be working with Konami 
Sports for about 20 schools over the next 5 years, we can expect JPY2,000 million in sales and JPY400 million 
in profits from those schools alone. 

Hirano: Moving to the next question. Since you mentioned strong momentum, what is your opening strategy 
for next year and beyond? Is it correct to assume that the number is practically the same as the current fiscal 
year, or will it be accelerated? Will we see the effects of the partnership with Hulic? 

As for the schools opening plan, we are currently looking at properties as needed, and we are working to 
accelerate the pace of the project. Hulic has been introducing us to properties in prime locations in front of 
stations, so we are expecting to see more benefits from the partnership in the future. 

Kume: Right now, we are working with Hulic on 2 large-scale projects, and we are going to do the bidding 
together. We have 2 locations: 1 in the center of Tokyo and the other in a very popular area of Tokyo. 
Specifically, we are planning to participate in the redevelopment project in front of the station. 

This is quite a monumental and very symbolic place, so this will mainly house Shingakai and TOMAS. We are 
currently working with Hulic to finalize a plan that will include a full line of Shingakai and TOMAS schools, 
Shingakai's after-school activity class, childcare, entrance examination courses, and TOMAS. 

If this becomes a reality -- as we will announce in the IR when it is decided -- I think we will be able to create 
something different from the TOMAS and Shingakai of the past. Something like a combination of our 
classrooms and cultural facilities. I would say that I envision a place that includes everything similar to the 
Ikebukuro School, but the plan is to create a place where synergy effects can be achieved at each grade level, 
so I am expecting that we will be able to create a different type of TOMAS and Shingakai. We will announce 
this when it becomes more concrete. 

Hirano: Next, how is the response to the School TOMAS I feel that when the Delta strain of COVID-19 spread 
in August, it exposed the fact that many schools are still concerned about online education. This was a 
question about the School TOMAS, asking about the effects of the alliance with the KDDI Group, and strategies 
for the next school year and beyond. 
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As explained earlier, School TOMAS has been working with schools since last year's COVID-19 disaster to 
explore the possibility of online tutoring and AI-based tutoring, so schools that have concerns about online 
education at school can turn to School TOMAS. This has had a positive effect, and the number of schools using 
School TOMAS is now actually increasing. 

The effect of the partnership with the KDDI Group is gradually becoming apparent, and I expect the number 
of schools using the system to increase at an accelerated pace in the future. 

Kume: Next, how about the progress of each business alliance? 

Regarding the business alliance, first, President Hirano just explained about the business alliance with KDDI 
that School TOMAS is currently working on. KDDI has already introduced us to several schools, and we have 
been working on sales. 

As you know, most of the School TOMAS start in the new school year, and most of the contracts are for next 
April, but we are currently conducting sales activities for the schools introduced by KDDI. I can't give you any 
specifics right now, but we have received reports that the response has been good, so I think we will be able 
to make some concrete announcements around the fourth quarter. 

Also, in terms of the relationship with Konami Sports, the first after-school activity class that I mentioned 
earlier will open in April next year, and we have already started recruiting students. This means that we are 
making steady progress. 

Regarding the business alliance with Hulic and Konami Sports, as I mentioned earlier, we are working together 
on several specific projects, such as joint bidding for properties in “Kodomo Depart” and joint use of properties, 
and we are starting to see some results by the end of this year. I think that by the fourth quarter, we will be 
able to talk about what we are going to do specifically. 

What's good about our partnership with Hulic is that we can introduce classrooms and properties to them at 
any time, and we are currently working together to find properties for new schools. If Hulic has a property in 
a very good location, they can introduce it to us. Also, Hulic has been making proposals to develop this area, 
and I think this has really helped our property search more than ever. 

Hirano: Next, it seems that the problem of university places outnumbering applicants due to the declining 
birthrate is accelerating. Is there any impact on TOMAS? The question also asks if there are any plans to launch 
a project like School TOMAS to provide support to universities that are struggling to attract students due to 
the declining birth rate. 

In the first place, our products have been designed on the premise that the birthrate is declining. We offer a 
differentiated product that no other company in the industry can imitate: a 1-on-1, individualized tutoring 
service. 

Parents who are worried about the future due to the declining birthrate, and the declining birthrate means 
that the cost of education per student is going up, so more and more people are joining our company because 
they want to receive a more secure and reliable education, and this trend is continuing. We would like to 
continue delivering a more differentiated education. 

This time, with the COVID-19 disaster, it seems that other companies in the same industry, which do not have 
distinctive features, struggled a very difficult time. Against this backdrop, our company has been steadily 
increasing its business performance, as you can see from our recent business results. 
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We have no current plans to launch a class at School TOMAS to support universities that are struggling with 
declining birthrates, but we may consider it in the future. 

Next, In the second quarter, which I believe is the time of the summer semester, have there been any changes 
in the number of classes per student compared to last year or the year before? 

I think the point of this question is to ask how the number of classes in the summer semester was per student. 
I believe that the number of classes a student takes represents the evaluation of our services for the students. 
As our services continue to improve, we will see an increase in requests for more classes, and thankfully, the 
number of classes per student has increased this year. 

It is true that last year, due to the COVID-19 disaster, summer vacation was short, so the time and days 
devoted to summer classes were longer this year. This means that our services have received a certain level 
of recognition from our customers. That's all. 

Kume: Moving to the next question, What factor strong growth in Shingakai. 

Regarding Shingakai, I explained earlier that the number of students increased by 13% compared to the 
previous term, but in particular, the number of Shingakai students for entrance examinations course increased 
by 15.6%, and the after-school activity class increased by 17.9%. The most profitable part of Shingakai is the 
entrance examinations course. It is my understanding that the growth by 15% has contributed greatly to 
profits. 

I think that COVID-19 is 1 of the reasons why the student numbers are growing so much. The parents of 
children who are so anxious about entrance exams because of COVID-19 are very attracted to the fact that 
they can enter a famous elementary school and go straight to high school and college. 

I believe that the number of elementary school entrance exams is increasing in general, as is the case with 
our own school. Among them, Shingakai has a 60-year track record, and I have heard that Shingakai's books 
are being used at various early childhood education cram schools, so I think Shingakai is highly regarded for 
that. 

As for the after-school activity class, it is true that there is a demand for them, but our after-school activity 
classes are designed for entrance examinations, mainly for junior high school entrance examinations. The 
number of junior high school entrance examinations is also increasing due to the reasons mentioned earlier. 
We have seen an increase of 17.9% over last year. These 2 factors are very significant. 

So, in addition to the anxiety of various parents, I think that the increasing number of both working parents 
and vague concerns about entrance exams are the reasons why there is an increasing need for children to 
take entrance exams from elementary school and kindergarten. 

In case you don’t know about Shingakai, they conduct group lessons. So there is still a lot of room to increase 
the number of students, and I believe that this place has very strong potential, even within our current 
capacity. I believe this will contribute greatly to our profits in the second half of this year and into the next 
fiscal year and beyond. Thanks. 

Hirano: Next question. The school TOMAS has become profitable in the second quarter, so please share your 
thoughts on future trends. 

School TOMAS is currently being introduced to schools, and is also being introduced by KDDI, and is now 
growing steadily. In addition, although we started with 1 grade level the first year we introduced the program, 
the number of grades has been increasing every year, and as the years go by, we will become more profitable. 
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Kume: Regarding the School TOMAS, the reduction of fixed costs is different from last year. We also 
announced that we have closed our English conversation tutor center in Cebu, Philippines. We had to pay for 
real estate and instructors for a long time for this facility, and although we originally wanted to make 
instructors a variable cost, they have always been a fixed cost. This amount has been reduced to 0. 

As for Online-English conversation, our strategy is to outsource it. The change of English conversation to a 
variable cost has contributed significantly to cost reduction, and I think it will contribute about JPY100 million 
per year from this fiscal year. I believe that the school TOMAS will become more profitable in the future, which 
will perform positive every year. 

Hirano: Do we have any other questions? 

Thank you very much for your questions. As the time has come, we will now close the briefing on the financial 
results for the second quarter of the fiscal year ending February 28, 2020. Thanks. 

Kume: Thank you for your precious time today. 

[END] 

______________ 

Document Notes 

1. Portions of the document where the audio is unclear are marked with [Inaudible]. 
2. Portions of the document where the audio is obscured by technical difficulty are marked with [TD]. 
3. This document has been translated by SCRIPTS Asia.  
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Disclaimer 

SCRIPTS Asia reserves the right to edit or modify, at its sole discretion and at any time, the contents of this 
document and any related materials, and in such case SCRIPTS Asia shall have no obligation to provide 
notification of such edits or modifications to any party. This event transcript is based on sources SCRIPTS Asia 
believes to be reliable, but the accuracy of this transcript is not guaranteed by us and this transcript does not 
purport to be a complete or error-free statement or summary of the available data. Accordingly, SCRIPTS Asia 
does not warrant, endorse or guarantee the completeness, accuracy, integrity, or timeliness of the 
information contained in this event transcript. This event transcript is published solely for information 
purposes, and is not to be construed as financial or other advice or as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an 
offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. 

In the public meetings and conference calls upon which SCRIPTS Asia’s event transcripts are based, companies 
may make projections or other forward-looking statements regarding a variety of matters. Such forward-
looking statements are based upon current expectations and involve risks and uncertainties. Actual results 
may differ materially from those stated in any forward-looking statement based on a number of important 
factors and risks, which are more specifically identified in the applicable company’s most recent public 
securities filings. Although the companies may indicate and believe that the assumptions underlying the 
forward-looking statements are accurate and reasonable, any of the assumptions could prove inaccurate or 
incorrect and, therefore, there can be no assurance that the anticipated outcome described in any forward-
looking statements will be realized. 

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN EVENT TRANSCRIPTS IS A TEXTUAL REPRESENTATION OF THE APPLICABLE 
PUBLIC MEETING OR CONFERENCE CALL. ALTHOUGH SCRIPTS ASIA ENDEAVORS TO PROVIDE ACCURATE 
TRANSCRIPTIONS, THERE MAY BE MATERIAL ERRORS, OMISSIONS, OR INACCURACIES IN THE 
TRANSCRIPTIONS. IN NO WAY DOES SCRIPTS ASIA OR THE APPLICABLE COMPANY ASSUME ANY 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY INVESTMENT OR OTHER DECISIONS MADE BY ANY PARTY BASED UPON ANY EVENT 
TRANSCRIPT OR OTHER CONTENT PROVIDED BY SCRIPTS ASIA. USERS ARE ADVISED TO REVIEW THE 
APPLICABLE COMPANY'S PUBLIC SECURITIES FILINGS BEFORE MAKING ANY INVESTMENT OR OTHER 
DECISIONS. THIS EVENT TRANSCRIPT IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS. SCRIPTS ASIA DISCLAIMS ANY AND 
ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF 
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